MORE VERSATILE. MORE COLLABORATIVE.

Flock brings people and ideas together, and now it delivers even greater functionality and design flexibility. This versatile collection of collaborative solutions has expanded its offering to include casual seating and seated height tables to further enhance productivity, wherever work gets done. Each element works seamlessly with the rest of the Flock family to increase comfort and functionality, maximize layout possibilities, and make a stylish statement.
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COLLABORATIVE TABLE BASE OPTIONS
A variety of table bases in disc, T-leg and X-base style in Textured Satin Chrome and Textured Charcoal enhance any design aesthetic.

BASE | T-LEG STYLE
BASE | X-BASE STYLE
BASE | DISC STYLE

FINISH SELECTIONS
Table bases, seating and ottoman legs are available in Textured Charcoal or Textured Satin Chrome.

Textured Charcoal
Textured Satin Chrome

For more information, visit hon.com/flock